Stand Up Or Die: Snorkeling In Hawaii Is A Leading Cause Of Tourist Deaths

The New Jersey resident had been snorkeling 50 yards offshore while her husband, Marc, helped his children and sister, who had never snorkeled before.

“...”

 Lifeguards pulled Alexa D’Itri from Hanauma Bay just before 10 a.m. on a Sunday in June 2014.

D’Itri was taken in critical condition to an Oahu hospital, where she died. She was 40.

Despite being touted as a leisure activity, snorkeling is the most common cause of injury-related death in the islands. In the last 10 years, more than half of all visitors who drowned in the Aloha State died while snorkeling.

Hanauma Bay, an iconic nature preserve, receives more than 1 million visitors annually. More tourists drown there than anywhere else in the state. But it is far from the only location where Hawaii’s visitors run into trouble while snorkeling.

“...”

For a necklace snorkeler, what you don’t realize is when you’re wearing fins, it’s not an easy thing to stand up in very shallow water because this extended foot length that the fin causes makes it very difficult to get your feet under you when you’re floating face down,” he said.

“...”

State Department of Health data shows that since 2000, more than 128 visitors have drowned snorkeling in Hawaii’s waters, from Kona on the Big Island to Waikiki Beach Park on Oahu.

Of those, most were men in their 50s and 60s, and more than 40 percent had heart conditions.

Most of the deaths occurred in less than 3 feet of water.

Jung-Ae Kim was an active member of the Korean community in Dallas. She sang in the St. Andrew Kim Catholic Church choir and volunteered in the community. She was also a champion amateur golfer.

In August, the 75-year-old took a vacation to Maui with her family. Her last day was spent snorkeling in “Turtle Tower” with a tour group outside of Malaekahana Park.

The Texas resident was found face down in the water around the vessel and was brought back on board. A bystander began CPR as the vessel traveled about 30 minutes back to Malaekahana Harbor to meet with paramedics, but she was pronounced dead shortly after the tour group arrived.
Health professionals say the key to survival is being able to get the victim out of the water — and to medical attention — as quickly as possible.

Nearly 80 percent of drownings happen two miles away from a lifeguard tower or within a half mile, according to Hawaii Department of Health data.

Yet due to the relatively stationary nature of snorkeling, it can be difficult for tour operators, lifeguards or others to spot a person in distress.

“When you’ve got six or seven hundred people face down, and you’re trying to figure out which one didn’t move in the last 30 seconds, that’s pretty hard to figure out,” said Jim Howe, who recently retired as chief of Honolulu’s Ocean Safety division.

Mark Vu, an anesthesiologist at Queen’s Medical Center in Honolulu, said breathing through a snorkel poses a unique challenge for swimmers. The situation can turn deadly when combined with a pre-existing health condition.

“Visitors who come to Hawaii may not be good swimmers ... and likely overestimate themselves doing an activity they are not familiar with like swimming or snorkeling,” he said. “They quickly become physically overwhelmed.”

The physics of using a snorkel also can add to the risk. Snorkelers have a “dead space” of bad air — the air that is being exhaled but stays in the snorkel tube.

Snorkelers have to get fresh air by breathing through the dead space. But that can increase carbon dioxide in a person’s blood.

“The rise in carbon dioxide in your body makes you sleepy,” Vu said. “Sleepy snorkelers eventually drown.”

Medical experts say other aspects of a vacation in Hawaii — like prolonged sun exposure or one too many mai tais — can further increase visitors’ risk of drowning by adding to their exhaustion.

Roughly 14 percent of drowning victims in Hawaii have traces of alcohol in their system, according to Health Department data.

Den Otis, a state epidemiologist, said interpreting the data can be challenging.

“Is there something inherently risky about snorkeling, or is it just something that's just pretty widely available when you come here as a visitor and it’s something you’re going to do besides just swimming? It’s probably a little bit of both,” he said.

“We do know that the act of snorkeling imposes physical challenges for some people that might contribute to the drowning chain of events,” Otis said. “We want to promote awareness that snorkeling does require a level of fitness, there is a bit of a learning curve.”
Ocean safety personnel say
unfamiliarity with snorkeling
and ocean conditions is the
top reason visitors get themselves in trouble while snorkeling.

“They’re probably the least qualified in assessing their abilities in the ocean, and
even their abilities to assess what the ocean conditions are and what abilities will be
required to safely participate in the ocean,” said Hong.

A simple online search shows
many marine tour companies
will snorkeling as an activity
that anyone can do. And for
some companies, it’s “no problem” if a visitor doesn’t
know how to swim.

Most snorkel tour and rental
companies provide training on
how to use a snorkel. But only
pre prior snorkeling experience
can prepare visitors for water
in their mask or navigating the
currents, reef, and waves in Hawaii.

Snorkel Bob’s, the largest snorkeling outfit in the state, teaches visitors how to
adjust a snorkel and mask. The company also gives out a safety pamphlet to each
customer.

Robert Wintro, the owner of Snorkel Bob’s, said having durable and well-fitting
snorkeling equipment is paramount to preventing accidents in the water.

“If your mask leaks, it will really exacerbate the feeling of panic,” he said. “If you’re
short on breath and you add a couple of teaspoons of salt water in the mask, it’s a
terrific situation.”

Wintro said most people get in trouble because they panic, which can easily
happen when they breath in water from their snorkel. He said it’s also common that
no customers have never snorkled before.

“I’ve been amazed personally that a number of people that snorkel here have
never seen the ocean,” Wintro said.

Josh Guerra, a lifeguard at Hanauma Bay and a personal watercraft rescue for
Hawaii’s Ocean Safety and Lifeguard Services Division, said all of this leads to
problems at the state’s busiest snorkeling destination — Hanauma Bay.

“I’ve heard people tell me that the tour operators are telling them, ‘Oh, you don’t
have to know how to swim or snorkel.’” he said. “You actually need to be a pretty
strong swimmer and very comfortable in the water to use a mask and snorkel
because your breathing is limited.”

Guerra rescues two to six visitors a day, often in 2 to 3 feet of water.

Problems arise when people try to avoid standing on the sharp coral of the
underwater reefs they are viewing.
Coral that's already threatened by bleaching and other environmental factors can be damaged when touched by snorkelers or their fins. So many tour operators tell visitors to avoid stepping on it.

But that can be a problem if they are struggling.

"We've got the folks who run the preserves saying don't stand on the reef because it's going to hurt the reef environmentally, but we've got the lifeguards saying if you're in trouble, stand up so you don't die," Howe said. "It's very difficult for the visitor to understand. Who do I listen to? Well, in my world, stand up, don't die."

Disclosure: Reporter Nathan Eagle is Alan Hong's son-in-law.
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